Changes to “Magnet Recognition Program®
New Knowledge, Innovations, and Improvements 2023”

**Page 1:** Insert the words: “Global Issues in Nursing & Health Care” into blue circle in “The Magnet® Model”

**Pages 15 to 16:** Remove OO9 from the this Mini-Manual. OO10 is the only OO item relevant in NK.

**Page 20 change:** Replace the word “both” with “other” in the second bullet under “Study design” so that it reads:

- Research question(s), hypothesis, or other.

**Page 24 change:** Delete the text “Two examples are required (one must be from ambulatory care setting, if applicable)” under NK5, so that it reads:

**EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE**

**NK5**

a. Provide one example, with supporting evidence, of how a clinical nurse(s) implemented an evidence-based practice that is new or a revision to existing practice within the organization.
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